1. Introduction {#sec1-1}
===============

Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is a high-resolution medical and biological imaging modality analogous to ultrasound imaging except reflections of low-coherence light are detected rather than those of sound \[[@r1]\]. Optical coherence elastography (OCE) is an extension of OCT that can image sample mechanical properties with resolution and penetration depth governed by its parent modality \[[@r2]\]. Early studies utilized speckle tracking methods to resolve micro-scale displacements of tissue resulting from the application of quasi-static compression \[[@r2]--[@r7]\]. A drawback of speckle tracking is that the amplitude and shape of OCT speckles varies with sample deformation, making it difficult to perform micro-scale cross-correlation of speckles. Doppler OCE, introduced to overcome the decorrelation problem of speckle tracking, is based on detecting phase shifts between A-scans to compute maps of velocity, displacement, and strain rate under quasi-static mechanical compression \[[@r7],[@r8]\]. The method has also been used to track phase changes between B-scans during slow compression \[[@r9]\].

Since its inception, developments in OCE have migrated from the use of static compression to dynamic mechanical excitation, in parallel with developments in ultrasound and MRI elastography \[[@r10]--[@r12]\]. As with OCE, these methods provide spatial resolutions governed by their respective parent modalities. In contrast to quasi-static OCE techniques \[[@r6]\], dynamic OCE methods use mechanical waves in the audio frequency range for excitation \[[@r13]--[@r19]\]. These studies presented OCE images at a fixed frequency, or at most two separate mechanical vibration frequencies.

The development of dynamic excitation in ultrasound has naturally led to mechanical spectroscopy of tissue \[[@r12],[@r20],[@r21]\]. There have been similar developments using low-coherence spectral-domain optical detection to measure the natural vibration frequencies of a sample, based on step internal excitation with magnetically-actuated nanoprobes \[[@r22]\]. A recent extension of this work demonstrated measurement of the frequency-dependent complex mechanical response of liver tissue undergoing fixation \[[@r23]\]. In addition to the elastic response, these methods provide access to the viscous damping properties of a sample that describe the energy dissipation of the applied mechanical excitation. They target a need to obtain better correlations between tissue viscoelastic properties and human disease. These studies utilized internal excitation using magnetically-actuated nanoprobes, and were based on M-mode OCT, i.e. did not present B-mode images of the mechanical response.

In this paper, we present a method to image the frequency-dependent complex mechanical response of a sample undergoing externally-applied audio frequency excitation. We demonstrate, for the first time, mechanical spectroscopy based on B-mode OCT imaging. Sinusoidal mechanical excitation was performed in the audio-frequency range using a piezoelectric (PZT) actuator, and a spectral-domain (SD)-OCT system was used to track the resulting phase shifts (between A-scans) in B-mode images using a method previously described \[[@r8]\]. Displacement maps were computed from the phase shifts, which were used to calculate the local displacement amplitude and (mechanical) phase response. In Section 2, we describe the theory of mechanical resonance, and the B-mode OCT signal during mechanical excitation. Section 3 presents details of the experimental setup and data processing steps to compute the complex mechanical response. In Section 4, we characterize the frequency response of the mechanical hardware and present mechanical spectroscopic measurements of silicone phantoms, a rat mammary tumor margin, and rat muscle tissue. In Section 5, we discuss the limitations of the technique and outline further work, and conclude in Section 6.

2. Theory {#sec1-2}
=========

2.1 Mechanical resonance {#sec2-1}
------------------------

In this section we review the basis of resonant behavior in a viscoelastic system with a single degree of freedom, consisting of a mass, *m*, coupled to a spring with spring constant *k*, and a viscous damper with viscous damping constant *c*. This review is based on derivations previously reported \[[@r24]\]. Under harmonic excitation at angular frequency *Ω* and force amplitude $F_{0}$, the equation of motion can be written as $$m\text{ \  }\Delta z^{''}(t) + c\,\Delta z^{\prime}(t) + k\,\Delta z = F_{0}\, e^{i\,\Omega\, t},$$where the time-dependent displacement $\Delta z(t)$ of the mass is constrained to the *z*-axis, and $\Delta z^{\prime}(t)$ and $\Delta z^{''}(t)$ are the velocity and acceleration, respectively. Assuming a linear system, a particular solution to [Eq. (1)](#e1){ref-type="disp-formula"} is expected to be harmonic and the steady-state solution can be written as $$\Delta z(t) = \frac{F_{0}}{\sqrt{\left( {k - m\,\Omega^{2}} \right)^{2} + \left( {c\,\Omega} \right)^{2}}}\, e^{i\,(\Omega\, t - \Phi)},$$where the phase angle (mechanical phase) of the response is
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The undamped natural (or resonant) frequency of the system is given by $\Omega_{\text{n}} = \sqrt{k/m}$. This indicates that a higher spring constant is thus associated with a higher resonance frequency. Three regimes of the mechanical response can be identified. At resonance, $\Omega/\Omega_{\text{n}} = 1$, and the phase angle $\Phi = \pi/2$. Below resonance, $\Omega/\Omega_{\text{n}} < 1$, the phase angle $\left. \Phi\rightarrow 0 \right.$ with decreasing *Ω*, which occurs more rapidly for smaller damping coefficients. Above resonance, $\Omega/\Omega_{\text{n}} > 1$, the phase angle $\left. \Phi\rightarrow\pi \right.$ with increasing *Ω*, which occurs more rapidly for smaller damping coefficients. The behaviors in these three regimes result in a resonant peak with a broader linewidth for higher values of the viscous damping coefficient.

2.2 OCT signal with applied vibration {#sec2-2}
-------------------------------------

During B-mode OCT imaging the time-dependent phase of the applied vibration can be expressed in the lateral spatial coordinate of the image, *x*, using $x = v_{x}\, t$, where $v_{x}$ is the transverse scan velocity. Under sinusoidal mechanical excitation at angular frequency *Ω* and for amplitude less than the source coherence length, the signal at depth *z* and lateral scan position *x* can be written as $$\widetilde{S}\left( {x,z,\Omega} \right) = {\widetilde{S}}_{0}\left( {x,z} \right)\, e^{i\,\phi{({x,z,\Omega})}},$$where ${\widetilde{S}}_{0}(x,z)$is the complex OCT signal in the absence of applied vibration. The optical phase, $\phi(x,z,\Omega)$, is related to the local displacement $d(x,z,\Omega)$ according to $\phi(x,z,\Omega) = (4\pi n/\overline{\lambda})\, d(x,z,\Omega)$ \[[@r8]\], where $\overline{\lambda}$ is the mean optical wavelength, and *n* is the background refractive index of the sample. We express $d(x,z,\Omega)$ in terms of the PZT excitation and mechanical phase response $\Phi(x,z,\Omega)$, and write the optical phase $\phi(x,z,\Omega)$ as $$\phi\left( {x,z,\Omega} \right) = {{(4\pi n}/\overline{\lambda}})\,{Re}\left\{ {\mspace{2mu}\left| {\widetilde{h}\left( {x,z,\Omega} \right)} \right|\, e^{- i\mspace{2mu}\Phi(x,z,\Omega)}\Delta z_{\text{Drive}}\mspace{2mu} e^{i\mspace{2mu}{({\Omega\mspace{2mu}{x/{v_{x} + \phi_{0}}}})}}} \right\}.$$Here we have expressed the optical phase in terms of the local complex mechanical response of the sample $\widetilde{h}\left( {x,z,\Omega} \right) = \left| {\widetilde{h}\left( {x,z,\Omega} \right)} \right|\, e^{- i\mspace{2mu}\Phi(x,z,\Omega)}$, and the complex analytic form of the PZT displacement, $\Delta z_{\text{Drive}}\mspace{2mu} e^{i\mspace{2mu}{({\Omega\mspace{2mu}{x/{v_{x} + \phi_{0}}}})}}$. The amplitude $\left| {\widetilde{h}\left( {x,z,\Omega} \right)} \right| = \text{ \  }d_{\text{Amplitude}}(x,z,\Omega)/\Delta z_{\text{Drive}}$ represents the ratio of the local displacement amplitude to that of the applied excitation, and the factor $e^{- i\mspace{2mu}\Phi(x,z,\Omega)}$ encodes the mechanical phase from [Eqs. (2)](#e2){ref-type="disp-formula"} and 3. The constant $\phi_{0}$ is the initial phase of the PZT drive function at $x = 0$.

3. Methods {#sec1-3}
==========

3.1 Experimental setup {#sec2-3}
----------------------

The OCE system, as shown in [Fig. 1](#g001){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 1Schematic diagram of the OCE system., was based on a spectral-domain OCT system which used a Nd:YVO~4~-pumped titanium:sapphire laser as a broadband source, providing a center wavelength of 800 nm and a bandwidth of 100 nm. The full-width half-maximum axial and transverse resolutions of the OCT system were approximately 3 µm and 13 µm, respectively. The average power incident on the samples was 10 mW.

The sample arm of the OCE system employed a PZT stack (AE0505D16F, Thorlabs, Newton, NJ) to sinusoidally excite the sample (distal to the incident optical beam) in the axial direction. The PZT was driven with a maximum displacement of 4.5 µm at vibration frequencies within the range DC to 1 kHz. The sample was bounded from below by a coverslip, with approximate thickness of 125 μm, that was fixed with epoxy to the PZT rod (\~5 mm × 5 mm), and from above by a round wedge prism (PS810-B, Thorlabs, Newton, NJ) with a 2° angle fixed to form a semi-rigid upper boundary to the sample. The glass wedge was mounted on a translation stage, allowing movement against its spring. During alignment, the wedge was lowered to make contact with the sample and then translated a further 10 μm to apply a constant preload. The axial depth scans in the OCE images (depth × lateral pixel dimensions of 1024 × 4000), were detected using a CCD line-scan camera at acquisition line rates of 1 kHz, 5 kHz and 10 kHz. The camera acquisition was synchronized with a transverse scanning galvanometer and the PZT excitation signal.

3.2 Data processing {#sec2-4}
-------------------

The data processing steps, summarized in [Fig. 2](#g002){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 2Flowchart of the processing steps used to compute the spatially-localized complex mechanical response of the sample., extract the complex local displacement $\widetilde{d}(x,z,\Omega) = \widetilde{h}\left( {x,z,\Omega} \right)\mspace{2mu}\Delta z_{\text{Drive}}\mspace{2mu} e^{i\mspace{2mu}{({\Omega\mspace{2mu}{x/{v_{x} + \phi_{0}}}})}}$ from the optical phase term given in [Eq. (5)](#e5){ref-type="disp-formula"}. First, the complex OCT image $\widetilde{S}(x,z,\Omega)$ is obtained by Fourier transforming the spectral-domain data after background subtraction, dispersion correction and resampling to *k*-space. The lateral phase derivative is computed from [Eq. (4)](#e4){ref-type="disp-formula"}, and encoded in complex form as $$\widetilde{S}\left( {x + dx,z} \right)\,{\widetilde{S}}^{*}\left( {x,z} \right) = \,\text{e}^{i\,\lbrack\phi{({x + dx,z,\Omega})} - \phi{({x,z,\Omega})}\rbrack},$$where it is assumed that the separation between A-scans, $dx$, is small relative to the lateral resolution, to ensure that the OCT signal in the absence of vibration ${\widetilde{S}}_{0}\left( {x + dx,z} \right) \approx {\widetilde{S}}_{0}\left( {x,z} \right)$. (Note that the spatially-dependent amplitude of the product in [Eq. (6)](#e6){ref-type="disp-formula"} has been omitted). For data with small phase shifts between adjacent A-scans, the phase difference between every *m* ^th^ line can be computed and divided by *m*, provided that their separation is significantly less than the lateral resolution. Values of $m > 1$ has the benefit that in low SNR regions, the random phase noise contributions are reduced by a factor of *m*.

Signal conditioning of complex interferometric data before evaluating the phase has shown to be an effective method to filter phase noise \[[@r25]--[@r28]\]. The measurement of interferometric phase in electronic speckle pattern interferometry is notorious for a high level of noise due to the statistical nature of speckle \[[@r25]\]. Additionally, it is known that the error in estimating interferometric phase is proportional to $1/\sqrt{SNR}$ \[[@r29]\], leading to significant underestimation of the velocity in Doppler OCT near the limits of the velocity range \[[@r28]\]. We have found that median and low-pass filtering (along the lateral dimension) of the real and imaginary parts of [Eq. (6)](#e6){ref-type="disp-formula"} provides a robust method to minimize phase noise before taking the angle to obtain the real-valued phase difference map
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This signal conditioning is particularly useful when the SNR is low, or the sample velocities are near the limits of the velocity range ( $\left| {\Delta\phi} \right| \approx \pi^{-}$) when the addition of phase noise results in phase wrapping. Phase wrapping manifests as a multiplicative factor (the factor is approximately 1 for $\left| {\Delta\phi} \right| \approx \pi^{-}$, and approximately −1 for $\left| {\Delta\phi} \right| \approx \pi^{+}$). This multiplication, or amplitude modulation of the real-valued phase difference map, modifies the effective frequency content of the vibration signal. Noting the convolution theorem, phase noise can thus shift the frequency content of signal (corresponding to the vibration frequency) outside the passband of the subsequently applied bandpass filter. If the magnitude of phase differences due to the underlying physical motion is large (i.e. $\left| {\Delta\phi} \right| > \pi$), then these signal conditioning steps cannot minimize the effects of wrapping, and phase unwrapping techniques should be applied.

Residual phase noise is minimized by bandpass filtering $\Delta\phi(x,z,\Omega)$ along the lateral dimension, and the displacement map is obtained by integration and multiplication by $\overline{\lambda}/4\pi n$ \[[@r8]\]: $$d(x,z,\Omega) = \,{{(\overline{\lambda}}/{4\pi n)}}{\int\limits_{0}^{x}{\Delta\phi(x^{\prime},z,\Omega)}}\, dx^{\prime},$$where $x^{\prime}$ is a dummy variable for integration.

The complex displacement, i.e. the argument of Re{} in [Eq. (5)](#e5){ref-type="disp-formula"}, can be calculated by projecting $d(x,z,\Omega)$ onto the basis given by the (unit-amplitude) complex PZT drive function: $$\widetilde{d}(x,z,\Omega) = {\int\limits_{x - {{\Delta x}/2}}^{x + {{\Delta x}/2}}{d(x^{\prime},z,\Omega)}}\, e^{i\mspace{2mu}{({\Omega\mspace{2mu}{x^{\prime}/{v_{x} + \phi_{0}}}})}}w(x^{\prime})\, dx^{\prime}.$$This is analogous to performing a short time Fourier transform (STFT) of the displacement amplitude over $\Delta t = \Delta x/v_{x}$. A window function, $w(x)$, such as a Hanning window, can be used to shape the spatial point-spread function in the complex mechanical response images. The displacement amplitude is given by $\left| \widetilde{d}(x,z,\Omega) \right|$, and the displacement phase is given by $\Phi(x,z,\Omega) = \arg\left\{ \widetilde{d}(x,z,\Omega) \right\}$.

The results in Sections 4.2 to 4.4 were processed in Matlab using the following parameters, unless otherwise noted. The lateral phase derivative was computed from adjacent A-scans (i.e. $m = 1$). Median filtering was performed separately on the real and imaginary parts of the complex phase difference map using a $5 \times 5$ kernel for vibration periods exceeding 20 transverse pixels, and with a $5 \times 3$ kernel for vibration periods less than 20 transverse pixels (the lower lateral kernel width was to maintain a kernel size that is small relative to the vibration period). Raw and median filtered phase difference maps were examined for evidence of large sample motions, and data sets corresponding to sample motions with $\left| {\Delta\phi} \right| \geq \pi$ were excluded from the analysis. Low-pass Butterworth filtering (third order) of the complex phase difference map was performed with a cutoff at $2.4\, f_{\text{vib}}$, where $f_{\text{vib}} = \text{ \ \!}\Omega/2\pi$ is the vibration frequency. The band-pass filter (third order) had a 20% bandwidth, i.e. the pass band was given by $\lbrack 0.8f_{\text{vib}}\, 1.2f_{\text{vib}}\rbrack$. The digital filtering was performed using the 'filtfilt' command, so as to minimize phase distortion. The PZT was driven with a sinusoidal waveform given by $V_{PZT}(t) = V_{0}\cos\,(\Omega\, t + \phi_{0})$, with complex analytic representation ${\widetilde{V}}_{PZT}(t) = V_{PZT}(t) + iH\left\{ {V_{PZT}(t)} \right\}$. The integration in [Eq. (9)](#e9){ref-type="disp-formula"} was performed over 3 vibration cycles, a (unit area) Hanning window was utilized for $w(x)$, and a factor of two, i.e. $2\, w(x)$, was applied for amplitude correction. For all results, sample displacement was calculated using a sample background refractive index of 1.4. OCT images are displayed on a decibel scale that was calculated using a reference noise floor obtained from an optical depth of approximately 725 μm. A ramp SNR mask was used to attenuate the amplitude of the computed complex mechanical response in regions of low OCT signal. This mask was used since the phase difference map has random phase in the absence of OCT signal, which has an in-band component that passes the band-pass filter. When calculating image SNR for the mask, an averaging kernel with dimensions 45 μm (depth) × 12 μm (lateral) was first applied to smooth speckle. The multiplicative mask was unity in regions above a threshold of SNR = 3, and for pixels below the threshold, the mask values were equal to the linear scale SNR/3.

3.3 Data acquisition and processing constraints {#sec2-5}
-----------------------------------------------

The B-mode data acquisition parameters simultaneously determine the spatial sampling of the OCT image as well as the temporal sampling of the vibration waveform. In order to resolve dynamic displacements at the vibration frequency, the data acquisition parameters should provide respective spatial and temporal sampling that exceeds the Nyquist criterion. The data processing outlined in Section 3.2 assumes that the phase is correlated between every *m* ^th^ A-scan used to compute the transverse phase derivative, in order to minimize the contribution of sample structure ${\widetilde{S}}_{0}\left( {x,z} \right)$ to the final displacement amplitude. (A lateral band-pass filter applied to ${\widetilde{S}}_{0}\left( {x,z} \right)$, i.e. in the absence of applied vibration, would isolate in-band contributions resulting from sample structure, or from phase noise). This condition is closely tied to the requirement of phase correlation of the vibration signal in order to calculate a valid Doppler-based OCE signal \[[@r8]\].

Another practical constraint on data acquisition is to maintain a phase shift between A-scans within the range $( - \pi\,,\text{ \  }\pi)$. Phase shifts that exceed this range require phase unwrapping to accurately reconstruct the waveform representing sample motion. Maintaining phase shifts within the range $( - \pi\,,\text{ \  }\pi)$ requires that $$- \pi < \frac{m\text{ \  }v_{z}(x,z,\Omega)}{f_{\text{A-scan}}\,(\overline{\lambda}/4\pi n)} < \pi,$$where $v_{z}(x,z,\Omega)$is the axial velocity of the sample, and the phase difference is calculated between every *m* ^th^ A-scan recorded at an A-scan frequency $f_{\text{A-scan}}$. Values of $m > 1$can be beneficial when the phase differences between adjacent A-scans are comparable to or smaller than the phase noise. [Equation (10)](#e10){ref-type="disp-formula"}, along with the spatial and temporal sampling constraints discussed above, provide the constraints on the data acquisition parameters, such as the A-scan rate, the lateral field of view and number of A-scans per image, and also on the choice of the lateral A-scan spacing over which to compute the phase difference. As can be seen from [Eq. (10)](#e10){ref-type="disp-formula"}, fixed values of $f_{\text{A-scan}}$ and *m* will cover a given range of velocities within the sample.

Tuning the vibration frequency over a wide range, while keeping the PZT amplitude constant, requires a corresponding coverage of a wide range of velocities $v_{z}$ (the velocity $v_{z}$ is proportional to the PZT frequency). Coverage of a wider range of sample velocities than possible at a single A-scan frequency was achieved by acquiring separate hyperspectral data sets at three different A-scan frequencies, similar to an earlier study \[[@r23]\]. This ensures adequate temporal sampling at all vibration frequencies. Additionally, for a given vibration frequency, the A-scan rate also determines the image acquisition time and, therefore, the number of vibration cycles within each image, which limits the OCE spatial resolution \[[@r17]\].

3.4 Silicone phantom fabrication {#sec2-6}
--------------------------------

Tissue phantoms with similar optical scattering and mechanical properties to tissue were used in the experiments. Silicone-based tissue phantoms were chosen due to their permanence and the ability to control their elastic moduli. Phantoms were fabricated from pure polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) fluid (50 cSt viscosity, ClearCo, Inc.), a room-temperature vulcanizing silicone, and its associated curing agent (General Electric RTV-615 A and B, respectively, Circuit Specialists, Inc.). To obtain different elastic moduli, a series of phantoms were fabricated with different concentration ratios of these three components. Polystyrene microspheres (mean diameter 0.53 µm, Bangs Laboratories, Inc.) were embedded in the tissue phantoms with a concentration of 1 mg/g to function as optical scatterers for OCE imaging. Due to smaller refractive index variations, phantoms with polystyrene microspheres enable relatively deeper penetration depth for OCT imaging \[[@r30]\]. The phantom solutions were mixed thoroughly in an ultrasonicator for 30-60 minutes at room temperature and then poured into 35 mm plastic Petri dishes, with a thickness of approximately 2 mm for single-layer phantoms. The phantoms were then cured at 80°C for approximately 12 hours, and subsequently at room temperature for 24 hours. Tissue phantoms with inclusions were also fabricated. A homogeneous silicone phantom with elastic modulus of 195 kPa was first ground into particles with average dimensions \~1 mm. These particles were mixed with silicone fluid to create a background elastic modulus of 66 kPa, and then cured. All silicone tissue phantoms were sectioned into cylindrical shapes with diameter of about 12 mm for experiments.

4. Results {#sec1-4}
==========

4.1 Characterization of the mechanical hardware {#sec2-7}
-----------------------------------------------

These measurements were conducted to facilitate the separation of the sample contributions from the frequency-dependent response of the overall coupled system, by determining the natural vibration modes (or resonances) of the hardware. The mechanical frequency response of the hardware was characterized with and without single layer silicone samples coupled between the PZT actuator and glass wedge. Each measurement comprised a vibration frequency sweep from DC to 1 kHz during acquisition of an M-mode image, which was acquired with a 10 kHz A-scan frequency and an exposure time of 95 μs. The data were analyzed by computing the phase difference between A-scans, which is proportional to the Doppler velocity. Spectra were calculated from the phase difference map, at a depth of approximately 160 μm, and are shown in [Fig. 3](#g003){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 3Frequency response spectra of the mechanical hardware calculated from M-mode chirp measurements. (a) Piezo actuator with coverslip affixed, and (b) Coupled mechanical response of PZT, mounting hardware and sample, for four single-layer silicone samples with elastic moduli of 36, 66, 101 and 141 kPa. Note: For clarity, the spectra for 101 kPa and 141 kPa are shown with 5 dB and 10 dB subtracted respectively..

[Figure 3a](#g003){ref-type="fig"} shows the frequency response of the PZT actuator with attached coverslip. The overall increase in signal power with frequency is expected from constant displacement amplitude, due to the higher velocities associated with higher vibration frequency. There is a minor but sharp peak observed at \~44 Hz, a (negative) peak at 121 Hz, and a minor peak at \~324 Hz.

[Figure 3b](#g003){ref-type="fig"} shows the results from measurements of single layer silicone phantoms of varying stiffness that were sandwiched between the PZT coverslip and the glass wedge. It can be seen that there are several peaks that are common to two or more samples. We conclude that these peaks represent the natural vibration modes (or resonances) of the mechanical hardware. For all samples, a dominant peak that can be attributed to the mounting hardware is observed at \~122 Hz. As sample stiffness increases, it can also be observed that the signal power in the 500-1000 Hz range, relative to the peak at 122 Hz, is increasing. This can be attributed to the mechanical transfer function of stiffer samples favoring higher vibration frequencies. Minor peaks can be observed at frequencies in the range 44-970 Hz. Of interest for the subsequent results in this paper, is a minor peak at approximately 315 Hz, followed by a minimum at 326 Hz, both of which become more prominent with stiffer samples. Additionally, the peak at \~365 Hz, followed by a minimum at \~380 Hz, is relevant. The 380 Hz minimum also becomes more prominent with stiffer samples.

4.2 Silicone phantom with inclusions {#sec2-8}
------------------------------------

A hyperspectral data cube was acquired over a frequency range of 25 Hz to 1 kHz, and over an OCT field-of-view of 2 mm, centered on a single inclusion (\~1 mm). To satisfy [Eq. (10)](#e10){ref-type="disp-formula"}, the data cube was assembled from three subsets -- the first was acquired with a 1 kHz A-scan rate over a 20 Hz to 125 Hz excitation range, the second was acquired with a 5 kHz A-scan rate over a 100 Hz to 625 Hz excitation range, and the third was acquired with a 10 kHz A-scan rate over a 200 Hz to 1 kHz excitation frequency range. Data above 83 Hz from the first subset, and data above 417 Hz from the second subset was not utilized since the phase difference magnitude between adjacent A-scans was close to or exceeded π.

[Figure 4](#g004){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 4Complex mechanical spectra of a silicone phantom containing an inclusion with closely matched optical scattering, but with a different elastic modulus of 195 kPa compared to the background matrix (66 kPa). (a) Displacement amplitude (top) and phase (bottom) of the background matrix, (b) OCT image (top) and displacement amplitude image corresponding to vibration frequency of 71 Hz (bottom), and (c) displacement amplitude (top) and phase (bottom) of the inclusion. Image dimensions are 750 μm (optical depth) by 2 mm (lateral). The solid lines in the displacement amplitude and phase plots represent a linear interpolation between the experimentally measured points. shows the results of imaging an inclusion laterally centered within the OCT field of view. The outline of the inclusion can faintly be distinguished from the OCT image -- the inclusion-to-background scattering contrast is low due to the use of similar polystyrene concentrations. A lateral dependence can be observed in the 71 Hz displacement amplitude image, with higher displacement amplitude in the central region corresponding to the spatial location of the inclusion. The displacement amplitude image shows contrast along both axial and lateral dimensions that outlines the overall shape of the inclusion. Complex mechanical spectra computed from the background silicone matrix (blue ROI), and the inclusion (red ROI) are shown. An SNR threshold of 10 dB was applied to select the points within each ROI that were used to compute the average complex mechanical response, resulting in a similar number of points, 14,792 and 15,394 for the background and inclusion ROIs respectively. The mechanical spectra are consistent with the overall higher displacement amplitude of the inclusion. Additionally, the displacement amplitude spectrum of the sample inclusion for the frequency range above 120 Hz has a higher weighting relative to the 122 Hz hardware resonant mode. In particular, the sample response about the 313 Hz peak is more prominent in the ROI corresponding to the stiffer inclusion.

B-mode images of the complex mechanical response are shown in [Fig. 5](#g005){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 5Images of the complex mechanical response of a silicone phantom containing an inclusion at vibration frequencies of (a) 109 Hz, (b) 119 Hz, and (c) 125 Hz. Displacement amplitude images are shown in the top row, and phase images are shown in the bottom row. Image dimensions are 750 μm (optical depth) by 2 mm (lateral).. The displacement amplitude is found to increase between 109 Hz and 119 Hz, and the mechanical phase changes from an in-phase response towards $\Phi = \pi/2$, as the vibration frequency gets closer to the dominant hardware resonant mode at 122 Hz. Above this hardware vibration mode, the displacement phase shows a layer with $\Phi \approx \pi$ near the surface of the sample that is associated with reduced displacement amplitude. This region represents the interaction between the sample and the glass wedge located above the sample, which represents a vibration source driving the top of the sample with a mechanical phase of $\Phi \approx \pi$. A plausible interpretation of the reduced surface displacement is destructive interference between two counter-propagating pressure waves resulting from the motions with $\Phi \approx \pi$. These results suggest that both amplitude and phase images can be useful to detect the presence of spatially-varying mechanical properties, particularly around frequencies corresponding to resonance.

4.3 Tumor margin {#sec2-9}
----------------

A hyperspectral data cube was acquired over the frequency range of 25 Hz to 1 kHz from a tumor margin in rat mammary tissue. The data cube comprised two subsets -- the first was acquired with a 1 kHz A-scan rate over a 25 Hz to 167 Hz excitation range, and the second was acquired with a 10 kHz A-scan rate over a 313 Hz to 1 kHz excitation frequency range. Strain rate amplitude images calculated from this data set were previously presented at 45 Hz and 313 Hz, along with the same corresponding histology image \[[@r17]\]. Here we present complex mechanical spectra over the range of 25 Hz to 1 kHz, and show displacement amplitude and phase images computed from the same hyperspectral data cube.

[Figure 6](#g006){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 6Complex mechanical spectra of a rat mammary tumor margin. (a) Adipose displacement and phase spectra averaged over the blue ROI box in the OCT image, (b) OCT image with nearby histology (adipose on the left and tumor on the right), and (c) tumor displacement and phase spectra averaged over the red ROI box in the OCT image. Image dimensions are 750 μm (optical depth) by 2 mm (lateral). The scale bar in the histology images is 200 μm. The solid lines in the displacement amplitude and phase plots represent a linear interpolation between the experimentally measured points. shows complex mechanical spectra from *ex vivo* rat mammary tissue consisting of adjacent adipose and tumor tissue. The complex mechanical response was averaged over selected regions of interest (ROIs) corresponding separately to adipose and tumor. An SNR threshold of 10 dB was applied to select the points used to compute the average complex mechanical response, providing a similar number of above threshold points - 26,134 and 26,045 for the adipose and tumor regions, respectively. The standard error of the mean was calculated for the points comprising the amplitude spectra, but the error bars are not shown because they are on the order of 10^−4^ μm. The amplitude spectrum for the adipose ROI shows a distinctive peak at approximately 83 Hz that is not present in the tumor region. Both tumor and adipose ROIs show a prominent peak at 385 Hz and a minor peak at 313 Hz, but with lower amplitude in the adipose ROI. The minor peak at 313 Hz can be attributed to excitation of a mounting hardware vibration mode, but the major peak at 385 Hz approximately coincides with a minimum in the hardware frequency response (see Section 4.1). Additionally, the hardware vibration modes in the 300-500 Hz range are minor with respect to the peak at approximately 122 Hz, whereas the 385 Hz peak is prominent. Consequently, we attribute the 385 Hz spectral peak to a peak in the mechanical response $\left| \widetilde{h}\left( {x,z,\Omega} \right) \right|$ of tumor tissue.

Images of displacement amplitude and phase are shown in [Fig. 7](#g007){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 7Complex mechanical response images of rat mammary tumor adjacent to adipose tissue for vibration frequencies of (a) 83 Hz, (b) 313 Hz and (c) 385 Hz. Displacement amplitude images are shown in the top row, and phase images are shown in the bottom row. Image dimensions are 750 μm (optical depth) by 2 mm (lateral). Note that the maximum value of the displacement amplitude scale in (a) is \~0.12 μm, but is 0.20 μm in (b) and (c). corresponding to spectral peaks in [Fig. 6](#g006){ref-type="fig"}. At 83 Hz excitation, the displacement amplitude image highlights the adipose region of the sample and a central higher scattering region. The phase image shows that the majority of the sample is responding in phase with the applied vibration except for an oval-shaped region with sharply delineated boundaries (red arrow) that has a mechanical phase of $\Phi \approx + \pi$. The amplitude image also outlines the corresponding oval structure, but with lower contrast. Structures with similar dimensions can be observed in the histology image ([Fig. 6b](#g006){ref-type="fig"}). This oval feature was present in the phase difference maps at vibration frequencies of 125 Hz and 167 Hz as well as below 83 Hz, down to the lowest frequency of 25 Hz (data at these frequencies not shown). This suggests that it has significantly different and sharply delineated mechanical properties from its surroundings, and is possibly a fluid-dense follicle or vacuole.

[Figure 7](#g007){ref-type="fig"} also shows the displacement amplitude and phase at 313 Hz and 385 Hz, i.e. frequencies attributed to hardware resonance and tumor respectively. The images for 313 Hz and 385 Hz were computed using an A-scan spacing $m = 2$. Apart from the central high-scattering region at the adipose-tumor margin, the amplitude images at 313 Hz and 385 Hz highlight complementary regions to that at 83 Hz. The amplitude image at 385 Hz faintly outlines the oval feature seen in the displacement phase and amplitude images at 83 Hz. At 313 Hz, the mechanical phase of $\Phi \approx \pi/2$ over the imaged depth, indicates a bulk resonant response. This coincides approximately with a minor vibration mode of the mounting hardware found at 315 Hz (see Section 4.1). The phase image at 385 Hz shows that the tissue bulk is responding in phase.

4.4 Muscle tissue {#sec2-10}
-----------------

A three-dimensional data set was acquired from rat muscle tissue, corresponding to vibration frequencies in the range of 25 Hz to 167 Hz using an A-scan frequency of 1 kHz. Results are shown in [Fig. 8](#g008){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 8Complex mechanical response images for rat muscle tissue. (a) OCT image, and displacement amplitude (top) and phase images (bottom) at vibration frequencies of (b) 83 Hz and (c) 125 Hz. Image dimensions are 750 μm (optical depth) by 2 mm (lateral). Arrows in the displacement image at 83 Hz indicate regions with different OCE and OCT contrast.. The OCT image shows a heterogeneous, spatially localized tissue structure that corresponds to similar regions in the displacement amplitude image at 83 Hz. This indicates that spatially localized variations of biomechanical properties can be differentiated from the hardware resonances. Additionally, there are also distinct regions (orange, red and green arrows) in the 83 Hz displacement amplitude image that demonstrate different contrast compared to the OCT image. These regions have relatively high OCT scattering, but relatively low displacement amplitude.

The complex mechanical response at 125 Hz clearly demonstrates excitation of the dominant hardware resonant mode at approximately 122 Hz. This is characterized by a large displacement amplitude and mechanical phase of $\Phi \approx \pi/2$. Evidence of interaction between the region of the sample with a $\Phi = \pi/2$ phase shift and the underlying regions that are being driven in phase with the PZT can be observed in the 125 Hz phase image, at a depth of approximately 600 μm. Although the SNR decreases with increasing depth, a (dark blue) band with mechanical phase $\Phi \approx - \pi$ can be discerned. (Note that a uniform in-phase response can be discerned at similar depth from the phase image at 83 Hz). As postulated for the 125 Hz silicone phantom images, the interaction of mechanical pressure waves with different phases may produce spatially-resolved structure in the mechanical phase response.

5. Discussion and future work {#sec1-5}
=============================

These results demonstrate spectroscopic contrast in displacement amplitude and phase data sets from silicone phantoms and biological tissue. In particular, the 83 Hz peak assigned to the adipose-rich region of the rat tumor and the higher 385 Hz peak assigned to the tumor tissue ([Fig. 6](#g006){ref-type="fig"}) are consistent with softer adipose tissue and a stiffer tumor. This contrast was distinguishable from the natural vibration modes of the mechanical hardware based on the hardware characterization of Section 4.1 ([Fig. 3](#g003){ref-type="fig"}). For the tumor margin case, the 385 Hz peak was attributed to tumor tissue on the basis that it corresponded to a local minimum in the hardware frequency response. This highlights the importance of characterizing the frequency-dependent response of the mechanical hardware. In general, it would be preferable to utilize a vibration-stable setup with a flat mechanical frequency response. The current setup was assembled from off-the-shelf optomechanical components, but a better alternative may be to use custom-designed plastic mounting hardware with a high damping coefficient.

For most cases presented here, the amplitude of the complex displacement at a given vibration frequency provided a greater level of contrast than the phase. Strong amplitude-based contrast was found in scattering silicone phantoms containing stiffer inclusions, which had scattering properties closely matched to the background matrix ([Figs. 4](#g004){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#g005){ref-type="fig"}). Higher displacement amplitude was also found to highlight complimentary regions of a rat adipose-tumor boundary, in particular at 83 Hz and 385 Hz ([Fig. 6](#g006){ref-type="fig"}). In the muscle data at 83 Hz, distinct regions of lower displacement amplitude were found to correlate to optical scattering-based contrast present in the OCT image ([Fig. 8](#g008){ref-type="fig"}).

Phase-based contrast at a given vibration frequency was generally associated with frequencies near the natural resonant modes of the mounting hardware. A system with *N* degrees of freedom will, in general, have *N* natural vibration modes \[[@r24]\]. Immediately above the 122 Hz hardware resonance mode, the silicon phantom with stiffer inclusions showed a top layer with $\Phi \approx \pi$ relative to the underlying sample ([Fig. 5](#g005){ref-type="fig"}). Phase-based contrast was also seen in the muscle tissue data at 125 Hz ([Fig. 8](#g008){ref-type="fig"}). A notable exception (to mechanical phase contrast occurring near hardware resonant modes) is the oval structure in the phase image of the tumor sample at 83 Hz ([Fig. 7](#g007){ref-type="fig"}), with boundaries that are most sharply delineated in the phase image. Further work is required to definitively correlate these findings to tissue pathology.

A biological sample may in general be described by a mechanically-coupled three-dimensional system with multiple degrees of freedom. Additionally, the local frequency-dependent amplitude or phase contrast may be influenced by the sample geometry and boundary conditions. Future work on spectroscopic OCE would benefit from theoretical modeling or FEM simulations \[[@r31]\] to quantitatively link the experimental findings to underlying elastic and viscous properties of the sample, and investigate the extent to which internal structure versus boundary conditions affect the local mechanical response of a sample. Simulations, based on an accurate mechanical model for tissue, provide a method to investigate the three-dimensional (both within and out of the imaging plane) dynamic interaction of pressure waves and mechanical coupling within a heterogeneous sample. For example, the presence of the 385 Hz peak in the adipose ROI ([Fig. 6a](#g006){ref-type="fig"}) may be enhanced by mechanical coupling to tumor regions of the sample. The level of mechanical coupling between regions of a sample is also expected to reduce the spatial resolution with which local mechanical properties could be measured, and inverting the mechanical model may improve this resolution. Another interesting candidate for theoretical modeling or simulation is the interaction of coupled vibration modes that are closely spaced in frequency.

The transverse resolution limit of the displacement amplitude and phase images is inversely proportional to the band-pass filter bandwidth utilized to isolate the vibration frequency. When using a constant fractional bandwidth (20% in our case), this limit is proportional to the vibration frequency. Intuitively, as vibration frequency decreases, there are fewer vibration cycles within each image. The OCE resolution limit can be obtained from calculations in a previous study \[[Eq. (2)](#e2){ref-type="disp-formula"}, Ref. 17\] by substituting the number of cycles used in the STFT calculation in place of the downsampling factor.

In this paper we have presented images based on displacement amplitude and phase. Another method is to display relative displacement amplitude by dividing the displacement amplitude images by a corresponding image acquired with the PZT turned off, permitting images to be displayed on a decibel scale \[[@r17]\]. This has the advantage of reducing the effects of the in-band contribution of phase noise in regions with low OCT SNR.

Further work is required to extend the vibration frequency coverage, to characterize the mechanical response of tissue with finer frequency resolution and over a wider frequency range. Extension of the frequency range to 10 kHz would require A-scan rates of several tens of kilohertz to 100 kHz, so as to exceed Nyquist sampling criteria for resolving the vibration waveform. *In vivo* spectroscopic OCE may be achieved through the use of a ring actuator design that performs co-incident mechanical excitation and optical imaging \[[@r16]\]. For imaging in this configuration, the mechanical rigidity of the underlying tissue or underlying bone provides a semi-rigid boundary against which to compress the imaged tissue.

6. Conclusions {#sec1-6}
==============

We have presented a method to image the complex mechanical response of a viscoelastic sample, and perform mechanical vibration spectroscopy based on externally-applied excitation. This work has demonstrated, for the first time, mechanical spectroscopy of silicone phantoms and biological tissue using B-mode OCT imaging. Hyperspectral data cubes, comprising phase-resolved OCT images acquired for a range of discrete vibration frequencies, provide a rich source of information about the mechanical response of heterogeneous samples. Spectroscopic contrast based on displacement amplitude was observed between adipose and tumor regions of an *ex vivo* rat tumor margin. Displacement phase provided spatially-resolved contrast within the tumor region that was not evident in the OCT image, but could be associated with the dimensions of structures observed in the associated histology. The complex mechanical response also demonstrated spatially-dependent contrast in silicone phantoms with stiffer inclusions, and in *ex vivo* rat muscle. Further work is required to determine the frequency range that is best suited for applications such as tumor detection or sensing of atherosclerotic plaque vulnerability.
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